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Introduction
Consider the plight of a freshman university student working on a paper
applying the work of the sociologist Erving Goffman to the study of computer-mediated interaction. The deadline for submitting the paper is two
days away, and the student is starting to panic. She needs to locate some
contemporary articles on her topic but does not know where or how to
look for them. She has flailed around on Google and Wikipedia but is not
getting anywhere. In desperation, she visits her university library home
page and sees a button that says “Ask a Librarian.” The student thinks it’s
worth a shot, so she clicks the button. She finds herself in a one-on-one
live chat session. A computer-generated message appears that says, “Welcome to the Ask a Librarian service. A librarian will be with you in a
moment.” The student’s interaction is soon to begin.
Take a moment to reflect upon the interaction that is about to take
place. If you were this student, would you feel excited, nervous, or perhaps
indifferent? Will this interaction be the same one you might have if you
spoke to the librarian in person and face-to-face (FtF)? Will you be able
to express what you need to say in this text-based environment? How can
you be sure the librarian will understand what you need? Will the librarian
think your question is frivolous? Is the chat service perhaps not meant to
deal with these kinds of questions? What if you do not understand what
the librarian is telling you? How can you present your problem without
appearing to be ignorant? Are you putting yourself in jeopardy by initiating
a conversation with a highly qualified information professional who may
be judging and evaluating you through every ill-formed sentence or spelling error that you type?
According to Erving Goffman [1], putting yourself in jeopardy is exactly
what is about to happen, for both the user and the librarian. “When a
person volunteers a statement or a message, however trivial or commonplace, he commits himself and those he addresses, and in a sense places
everyone present in jeopardy” [1, p. 37]. In every interaction, people are
always engaging in “impression management,” that is, acting in ways with
the goal that others might have a positive impression of them. There is
always the danger of committing a gaffe, or offending the other person
in some unintended way, or presenting oneself in ways that are not desired.
This insight is not a profound one, by any means. However, it is an insight
that is often ignored in the consideration of reference interactions in the
library setting, and even more so in the computer-mediated setting, even
though the sense of “putting oneself in jeopardy” is heightened in these
encounters [2, 3].
Gary P. Radford and Marie L. Radford [4] have argued that for many
library users, their experience of the library is structured by their man-
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agement of fears, including fear of appearing stupid, of authority, of disrupting the order of the library, of wasting the time of a professional, and
so on [5]. These fears form the cornerstone of popular culture representations of libraries and stereotypes of librarians. It is not difficult to see
why fear should be so fundamental to a typical reference encounter, considering what the user is asked to tolerate. First of all, the encounter is
often conducted with a stranger. Second, the users often are unsure what
is needed to address their information gap [6]. Users may not know if a
source or citation will help until they actually see it or work with it. They
may be hazy about what their information need is exactly [7] until they
talk with the librarian or work through the search process [8]. Often added
to this uncertainty is the users’ knowledge that the librarian possesses a
more sophisticated understanding of highly complex, rapidly changing
information sources and systems. On the surface, the reference encounter
will be about locating information and sources to address a particular
information need. However, as Goffman notes, “Much of the activity occurring during an encounter can be understood as an effort on everyone’s
part to get through the occasion and all the unanticipated and unintentional events that can cast participants in an undesirable light” [1, p. 41].
Goffman’s work has been effectively applied to explore interactions in
school libraries (e.g., see [2]) and in academic libraries (see, e.g., [9, 10]).
Goffman’s concept of “deference” has been identified as integral to success
in FtF reference encounters [2, 9, 10], and Lorri Mon [3] has written an
overview of “Face Threat” as a theoretical approach deemed useful for
studying human information behavior. The present article explores the
question of whether or not Goffman’s work is useful in understanding the
dynamics of the “computer-mediated reference encounter” and, in particular, the reference encounter between a user and a librarian in a one-onone live chat environment. Is the communication activity in a virtual reference (VR) encounter part of an effort to “get through the occasion” and
avoid events that can “cast participants in an undesirable light?” How are
these concerns realized in the virtual encounter? What implications does
the management of interpersonal jeopardy have for the success or failure
of the VR interaction? The argument made here is that the management
of interpersonal jeopardy is as central to the virtual encounter as it is to
an FtF encounter, and that the virtual interaction is a rich site to explore
the relational dimensions of communication [10, 11].

Goffman’s Face-Work
According to Goffman’s seminal essay, On Face-Work [1], participants risk
their sense of face in every interaction. For Goffman, face does not refer
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to an actual facial expression (see also [12]). However, the comparison of
a physical facial expression and Goffman’s notion of face is nevertheless
instructive. One’s physical face is the part of the body that is most immediately informative to others. The human face is the site where others
pick up the most powerful cues concerning one’s emotions, personality,
and state of mind. When and how people smile, frown, roll their eyes, or
flash their eyebrows provides information about those persons and how
they feel in any given situation. The connection to Goffman’s notion of
face is that these facial expressions do not occur randomly. They only can
appear in, and be made meaningful by, a particular context. A smile, for
example, arises in the flow of an ongoing conversation in response to
something said or done by another. Such a smile might be considered as
friendly (you’re laughing with me), or it may be considered offensive
(you’re laughing at me). The same smile can mean different things in
different places and with different others. The interpreted meaning of the
smile is always contingent upon the context, the ongoing sequence of
interactions in which it occurred.
This notion of contingency is central to Goffman’s concept of face [13].
Goffman describes a person’s face as an image of self that is based on
social expectations. It addresses the questions, “Who am I supposed to be
in this situation?” and “What behaviors are expected of me?” Like the
meaning of a smile, one’s face is always contingent; it is always “diffusely
located in the flow of events in an encounter” [1, p. 7]. One’s sense of
face has to be constantly established and maintained in how one acts. It
is not enough to say, for example, that “I am the reference librarian.” One
also has to act like a librarian and engage in behaviors that establish that
particular professional face. These acts constitute what Goffman refers to
as a line, the actual “pattern of verbal and nonverbal acts” [1, p. 5] that
serves to express how one sees oneself in this situation. To maintain one’s
face in a particular interaction, particular kinds of behaviors must be enacted, and not others. A participant “must ensure that a particular expressive
order is sustained . . . so that anything that appears to be expressed by them
will be consistent with his face” [1, p. 9]. Thus, face-work, the work that
must be done to create and maintain one’s face, refers to the “actions
taken by a person to make whatever he is doing consistent with face” [1,
p. 12]. For Goffman, the need to achieve this consistency is the central
organizing principle of human social interaction. Goffman writes, “By repeatedly and automatically asking himself the question, ‘If I do or do not
act in this way, will I or others lose face?’ he decides at each moment,
consciously or unconsciously, how to behave” [1, p. 36]. Goffman asserts
that one’s feelings about our face are reinforced by our encounters with
others. If a better face is established during the course of events, the
participant will feel good about himself/herself. If expectations are not
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fulfilled, the participant will feel bad or hurt. Most experiences tend to
be neutral or expected, so are not memorable [1].
Goffman [1] described several types of face-work that people engage in
on a regular basis in order to protect their face and that of others [3].
Types of face-work include the following:
Rituals.—Rituals are routine behaviors that are considered polite and
are expected to be enacted by participants in everyday encounters. Among
the most common of these in American culture are ritual greetings (including “hello” or “how are you?” when one meets another) and ritual
closings (including “good-bye” or “see you soon”) when one takes leave
of the other.
Corrective process.—When a person causes another to be put in a negative
light, or causes an insult to be made, whether directly or indirectly, Goffman contends that this person must then engage in a corrective process
of repair that includes the offer of an apology by the offending person.
The corrective process demands that the other accept the apology [1].
Avoidance process.—If a person thinks that someone else may pose a threat
to the person’s face, he/she may simply avoid that person to prevent the
threat.
Poise.—When a person’s face is threatened, one is expected to control
his/her embarrassment by exhibiting poise. Others are also expected to
protect the other by ignoring the embarrassing incident or by dismissing
it as unimportant.
Goffman’s seminal and influential essay on face-work was published in
1967 and was written many years prior to the modern age of computermediated communication (CMC). However, the authors intend to show
that his concepts developed with respect to FtF interpersonal communication can also provide illumination and insight into the behaviors displayed by participants in a computer-mediated interaction.

Face-Work in the Computer-Mediated Environment
Web-based virtual reference services (VRS) are offered by most libraries
to assist users who choose online venues for their information queries. As
libraries of all types have developed digital collections that feature a large
array of electronic information resources, they have experienced increased
user demand for quality online reference assistance. Live chat reference
is a popular type of VRS in which librarians engage in synchronous reference encounters with users in text-based interactions, similar to instant
messaging (IM) but with additional features tailored to library needs and
generally using proprietary software.
When studying CMC, Annette N. Markham cautions researchers to not
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ignore “the person’s understanding of, response to, and interaction with
the technology” [14, p. 796]. Although VRS users may have reservations
about the technology, they have made the decision to use this format to
meet their information needs instead of choosing more common formats,
such as FtF or the telephone [5]. Users of VRS also have stated that they
feel more comfortable in the virtual environment when asking certain types
of questions than in other reference formats [15] and that it is more
convenient for them [16].
Rituals akin to face-work have been demonstrated to occur in virtual
encounters similar to VRS [17–20]. Behaviors used to maintain one’s face
in these computer-mediated encounters include the use of emoticons and
other text-based cues that enable the participants to communicate meaning
beyond the literal meaning of the words on the screen [21, 22]. With
respect to computer-mediated reference interactions, Jody C. Fagan and
Christina M. Desai [23] have argued that librarians “must introduce social
and even emotional elements and high degrees of interactivity through a
seemingly impersonal medium” [23, p. 125]. Their study of VR transcripts
identified a number of prosocial verbal behaviors that communicated a
caring attitude. These behaviors included offering follow-up questions, the
use of humor, being appropriately formal or informal, showing interest
and sympathy, and verbal representations of nonverbal acts, such as “!giggle1.” Similarly, Lynn Westbrook [24] found that participants in a chatreference service at a public library used various techniques to lower or
raise formality levels, including abbreviations, self-disclosure, humor, apologies, and self-deprecation. This research suggests that face-work plays a
significant role in computer-mediated reference interactions.

An Ethnography of Communication
Goffman’s description of face-work in any interaction follows an ethnography of communication approach; that is, the statements and communication acts of the participants need to be understood in terms of the
context of their occurrence [25, 26]. The context includes such factors as
the setting of the interaction, the relationship of the participants, the goals
that the participants wish the interaction to achieve, the emotional pitch
or feeling of the interaction, and the norms of communication that are
appropriate for this interaction [27]. An ethnography of communication
also considers “the way verbal and nonverbal signs create and reveal social
codes of identity, relationships, emotions, place, and communication itself”
[25, par. 2]. The focus of an ethnography of communication is not the
feelings or thoughts of the participants but the communication acts them-
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selves and how these take on meaning in the context of the interaction
as a whole. Goffman writes that “the proper study of interaction is not the
individual and his psychology, but rather the syntactical relations among
the acts of different persons mutually present to one another” [1, p. 2].
Goffman’s concern is not with whether or not an individual is happy but,
rather, what the role the statement “I feel happy” might play in the conduct
of an interaction. What response might be expected of the conversational
partner if this statement were uttered? Is it an appropriate statement given
the context of this particular interaction? How might this statement shift
the topic of the interaction, or contribute to the face-work of the participants? Goffman’s focus is on how communication events are coordinated
and how this pattern of events provides the conditions in which face is
created and maintained. Goffman explicitly deals with “behavioral material” [1, p. 1], such as glances, gestures, positioning, and verbal statements,
and the specific contexts in which these behaviors occur, such as “conversation, track meets, banquets, jury trials, and street loitering” [1, p. 3]. In
this analysis, the context is the VR encounter.

An Ethnography of Communication in the Virtual Reference Context
In the VR context, the behavioral material that makes up the interactions
includes the acts of making verbal statements and how those statements
are coordinated with other statements to enable the participants to establish and maintain face. The participants must make choices concerning
how these statements are presented and how they will respond. These
choices, and their coordination by the participants, comprise the ritual
behaviors that will enable the participants to achieve both their information
goals and also maintain their identity, self-worth, and the impressions
“given” and “given off ” to the other [28, 1].
This article provides an in-depth analysis of one VRS transcript selected
from the data set collected by Marie L. Radford and Lynn Sillipigni
Connaway [29]. The data set consisted of 746 live chat transcripts randomly
selected from OCLC’s QuestionPoint and 24/7, an international chat software provider, during twenty-three months ( July 2004–May 2006) from a
population of 479,673 chat sessions. These transcripts were stripped of
identifying information to protect the participants’ privacy and analyzed
through repeated reading, identification, comparison, and categorization
(coding) of patterns, issues, and themes. Previously Radford [9, 10, 30]
analyzed interpersonal aspects of FtF reference encounters. She identified
two classes of face-work behavior and rituals: (a) relational facilitators that
have a positive impact on the interaction, and (b) relational barriers that
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have a negative impact on the interaction. A detailed coding scheme of
facilitators and barriers was constructed by Radford [9, 10] and expanded
to include VR categories [30].
A theme analysis of the data set of 746 chat transcripts by Radford and
Connaway [29] built upon Radford’s [30] coding scheme identifying and
tabulating a number of face-work categories [31]. However, an ethnographical approach of the kind advocated by Goffman requires that these
themes be considered in terms of the context of the interaction in which
they occurred; therefore, in this article, one transcript has been selected,
and the creation and maintenance of face are described within the context
of this actual interaction. This transcript was chosen because Radford and
Connaway determined that it involves a relatively complex reference question with a large number of back-and-forth exchanges that contain a wide
range of relational facilitators and positive face-work behaviors for both
the librarian and user [29]. A transcript selected at random would most
likely have been much less illustrative of the face-work concepts that this
article highlights. This transcript is reproduced verbatim, and thus misspellings, typographical, grammatical, or other errors are not corrected.
It focuses on the question: “Where can I find the leading drug companies
in boston [sic] doing diabetes treatment/prevention R&D?” To facilitate
discussion, the transcript has been broken into several excerpts, each followed by an ethnographic analysis and discussion of the elements of facework as they occur.
Transcript lines 1–11:
1. User (U) Where can I find the leading drug companies in boston
doing diabetes treatment/prevention R&D?
2. Librarian (L). [A librarian will be with you shortly, please hold.]
3. L [[Name]—a librarian has joined the session]
4. L Hello. I’m a reference librarian at X University. How may I help
you?
5. U Where can I find the leading companies in boston doing diabetes
treatment/prevention R&D?
6. L Please hold on while I check a few sources.
7. L I can probably give you a few sources to get started, but I may wind
up referring you to a business and/or medial librarian specialist.
8. L Let’s start witht X library web page ...
9. U ok great thanks
10. L. [Page sent]
11. U. ok
The opening to this VR interaction has significant differences from a
standard conversational opening that one would expect of any FtF con-
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versation [32]. The main difference in the VR encounter is that the conversation begins with the input of a question into a search box by the user,
rather than a ritual greeting such as “hello” or some words of phatic communication, otherwise known as “small talk,” (e.g., “How are you?” or “what
a lovely day”) [33, 34]. Interestingly, the first response received by the user
to her initial request is an automated response from the system, rather
than a personal message from a librarian. Indeed, when the librarian does
respond, she seems unaware of the user query that initiated the interaction
in the first place. The librarian’s question of “How can I help you?” bypasses
the original query completely. This lack of personal acknowledgment does
not deter the user, however. The user restates the question word-for-word,
suggesting that she may have cut and pasted the text of the original query,
although one cannot determine this as a certainty from a transcript. However, the user does not engage in an acknowledgment of the librarian as
a person. She does not reply “hello” in response to the librarian’s “hello.”
Repeating the query word-for-word is akin to the automated message she
received from the system, and she seems to be responding in kind by not
including any social messages in her reply to the librarian.
In line 4, the librarian offers the verbal acts “hello” and a statement of
her job title and affiliation. This line (in Goffman’s terms) enables the
librarian to affirm herself as a “legitimate participant” [1, p. 35] in this
interaction. After all, the user needs to know that she is interacting with
a person qualified to deal with her query. The user offers no such selfdisclosure statements about herself, nor does the librarian ask for any,
except in the context of trying to articulate the user’s particular information need in line 12 (see below). From the beginning of this interaction,
the identity of the user is treated (and constituted) as less important than
the user’s query. This becomes apparent in line 6 when, after receiving
the user’s resubmitted query, the librarian immediately offers to “check a
few sources.”
In line 7, the librarian chooses to use the word “probably” to preface
her attempts to locate “a few sources” for the user. She also informs the
user that she may “wind up” referring the user to another librarian with
more specialized subject knowledge appropriate to the user’s query. This
line of verbal acts may be serving to establish a certain level of expectation
for the user and that the user should not expect to find the perfect information right away. The choice to include the term “probably” indicates
that the librarian may find the appropriate information, or she may not.
The choice of the term “wind up” suggests that the search process may
take some time and that the end of the conversation may not meet the
expectations that the user may be bringing to the encounter. The use of
this line early in the interaction, and the setting of appropriate expectations
for the user, is important face-work for both the librarian and user. As
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Goffman remarks, face-work is all about consistency between actions and
verbal acts [1]. The librarian could have chosen to present herself to the
user as someone who can guarantee to solve the user’s information need.
However, if she did that, then she must also ensure that her subsequent
actions are consistent to maintain that particular face. In this particular
interaction, by establishing a particular line of verbal acts in line 7, the
librarian is creating a sense of face that can remain consistent with her
subsequent verbal acts, even if the interaction fails to address the user’s
information need completely. In other words, she will not be seen to have
“failed,” both in her own eyes and in the eyes of the user.
The librarian’s choice to use the word “Let’s” to begin her remarks at
line 8 includes the user in the search process. The librarian could have
chosen to type “I will start with the library webpage.” The user responds
in line 9 with “ok great thanks” choosing to use three words to acknowledge
the librarian where any one of these would have been appropriate. This
constitutes a verbal line performing face-work on the part of the user. Not
only is the user acknowledging the librarian’s utterances in lines 7 and 8,
the triple redundancy of terms is also saying something about the user
that will form the basis of verbal acts that will occur as the interaction
continues.
In lines 1 through 11 the greeting ritual has been performed, the participants have agreed to “accredit each other as legitimate participants”
[1, p. 35], and the persons so ratified are now considered to be in a “state
of talk,” that is, they have “declared themselves open and to guarantee
together to maintain a flow of words” [1, p. 35]. The interaction continues.
Transcript lines 12–18:
12. L Are you a studnets or faculty member at X University?
13. U Student
14. L OK. I’m going to try the “co-browse” option—that might let us
see the same information at once .... (if it’s working!)
15. U Wonderful
16. L Since what you want to find are drug companies, I’ll try to get
you into a busienss database ...
17. U perfect thank you
18. L [Page sent]
In line 12, the librarian asks for some specific information about the
user (“Are you a studnets [sic] or faculty member?”). This question is a
pivotal one for understanding the context of the entire interaction. The
user self-identifies as a student at X University, which establishes an academic identity (or face) for the user and an academic purpose for the
question as opposed to one being asked out of curiosity, for a job interview,
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and so forth. The librarian is staffing a cooperative VRS and thus may or
may not be working at X University. The librarian’s affiliation is not as
important as the user’s, as it is necessary for the librarian to determine if
the user is affiliated to “X University,” which would permit the user to
access its subscription databases. Also, with a student client, the librarian
would be inclined to view the goal of the interaction as one of providing
information as well as library use instruction [see 5, 9, 10, 29]. The academic librarian thus generally assumes a teaching role or line in reference
encounters with students.
In social conversations, it is common to ask questions about the other
person in order to find commonalities that help the conversation to continue and allow the relationship to develop. For example, one may ask
another “Where are you from?” The librarian’s question in line 12 seems,
on the surface, to be similar to this kind of question. However, this question,
when considered in the context of the preceding and following verbal acts,
does not seek to achieve a social purpose, even though it may do so inadvertently. The librarian is seeking information to provide context for the
initial query (and to determine if the user is affiliated to “X University”)
rather than information about the user herself. This inquiry emphasizes
that this interaction will be explicitly task oriented (i.e., the participants
are participating in this interaction in order that they resolve the user’s
information need). However, even though this emphasis on task may be
explicitly recognized and agreed to by the participants, there is still considerable face-work being conducted that constitutes a significant, if not
immediately apparent, social dimension. While the task-oriented dialogue
is taking place in what is said, a relational dialogue is also taking place in
the choices the participants make in the ways they express themselves.
These choices form the “behavioral material” [1, p. 1], that is, the choice
of words, phrases, sentence structure, and use of grammar out of which
the dialogue is constructed and constitute a secondary social conversation
that is the basis of face-work.
For example, line 14 seems clear enough at a content level—the librarian
has suggested using a co-browse facility so both can see what the librarian
is doing on her computer screen. However, the term “co-browse” has been
placed in quotation marks. This use of quotation marks is a choice made
by the librarian, and it is carrying out face-work that is running alongside
the content that is being communicated. What face-work is being carried
out by these quotation marks? To address this question, we need to put
this verbal act back within the line (the context, the pattern of verbal acts)
in which it appeared. First of all, the librarian says “OK,” which is not task
related, and states she is going to “try” the co-browse option. This choice
of the word “try” is consistent with line 7 where she said she can “probably”
find a few sources. Again, she seems to be guarding against having the
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user set her expectations too high. The choice to use such terms as “probably” and “try” also functions to lessen the distance in expertise. It gives
the sense that the librarian and user are in the “same boat” or “in this
together” and that they are both experiencing a shared state of uncertainty.
The choice of the librarian to offer the use of a co-browse option becomes relationally significant because it continues the line of acts that
communicate “being together.” The librarian could have easily chosen to
browse Web pages in private before sending them out. The choice to allow
the user to see the librarian’s search activities acts as an invitation for the
user to be part of the process, rather than simply being at the receiving
end of it. By making this decision, the librarian is choosing to frame her
relationship with the user in one direction rather than another, and this
says as much about her as it does about her perception of the abilities of
the user.
Given this context, the significance of the quotation marks around the
term “co-browse” can be understood to reinforce these relational messages.
Their use seems to communicate that the librarian is aware that the user
may not be aware of this technology. If the librarian had chosen to state
the term “co-browse” without quotation marks, the message might be “I
know you understand what this term means” or even “I know what this
term means” even if the user does not. But the librarian does not choose
to do this. Instead, she flags the term “co-browse” with quotation marks
and then offers an explanation of what the term means; it “might let us
see the same information at once.” The choice of the word “might” is
significant because it is consistent with the terms “probably” and “try” and
it continues the librarian’s line of maintaining an appropriate level of user
expectation. The librarian could have typed “I’m going to try the co-browse
option” and left it at that, without the quotation marks or explanation,
but that would be a different line with a different relational message.
At the end of line 14, the librarian chose to add four periods (....), which
does not address the task in any way but, rather, communicates something
about the librarian and what she is doing. The periods seem to be communicating the equivalent of a thoughtful pause that will precede a statement of what the librarian is thinking about, and indeed, this is the case.
The four-period pause is followed by “(if it’s working!).” The use of parentheses seems to communicate that this is an afterthought, but an afterthought about what? The message can be read on the content level as
being about the reliability of the technology. However, the choice to end
the statement with an exclamation point rather than a period seems to be
an attempt to communicate to the user on a personal level rather than an
informational level. This phrase is not only telling the user that the technology “might not work”; it also seems to be establishing the sense that
the librarian and user are “in this together” and that the librarian is as
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helpless as the user when it comes to potentially unreliable technologies
or perhaps that the librarian will be as disappointed as the user if the
technology does not work. It is also consistent with the line of verbal acts
such as “probably,” “try,” and “might,” and the message that the outcome
may not completely satisfy the user’s information need. Indeed, the word
“try” is used again in line 16 when the librarian states “I’ll try to get you
into a business database ...” This phrase is followed by 3 periods, which
seems to indicate thoughtfulness, or even that the librarian will now be
engaging in search activity that will prevent her from posting immediately.
Again, the periods convey a relational rather than a content message. They
not only say “I will be away for a while” but also say “I am considerate of
your waiting.”
In this section of the interaction, the user responds with words such as
“wonderful” (line 15) and “perfect thank you” (line 17). The choice of
words such as “wonderful” and “perfect,” as opposed to a simple thankyou, is communicative of the user’s appreciation, which appears to extend
as much to the relational work being carried out in the librarian’s line as
it is to the content of what is being said. It indicates that the user is
responding favorably to the librarian’s face-work and is willing to accept
the definitions of self and level of expectations that are being constituted
by that work. In addition, the user signals “deference” to the professional
expertise of the librarian in Goffman’s terms [35]. The interaction continues.
Transcript lines 19–24:
19. L I clicked on article datbases
20. U Alright
21. L By the way, wht’s your email address in case I need to send yo a
transcript?
22. U [email address]
23. L Business and Company ASAP and Business Source Premier both
look good. I’ll try business and company asap.
24. L [Pages sent]
In line 21 the librarian asks for the user’s e-mail address for the stated
purpose of being able to send the user transcripts of articles she may locate.
Again, this seems quite a straightforward informational request, but the
choice to include “by the way” at the beginning of the request continues
the line of face-work the librarian has established throughout the interaction so far. “By the way” serves no informational purpose. The request
would be perfectly understandable without it. The inclusion of “by the
way” seems to be maintaining the personal tone of the interaction. It seems
to be communicating that the librarian is engaged in one task (looking
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for articles), that this activity has stimulated another thought (sending the
article to the user via e-mail), and, most important, that the librarian is
thinking of the user even while engaged in her primary task of searching.
“By the way” is such a simple and seemingly irrelevant phrase, but in the
context of the present conversation, it is alive with face-work.
This phrase also softens the librarian’s otherwise bald request for the
personal information represented by an e-mail address. The librarian risks
a possible face-threat in requesting this information, as the user could
refuse, which would turn the encounter toward a negative tone. In line
22, the user complies, and the interaction continues on a smooth, positive
note.
In line 23, the librarian is choosing to explain to the user what she is
doing. This, again, is a choice; the librarian does not have to do this. She
could just browse databases and send the user what she finds without
informing the user what is happening. On the one hand, the phrase “I
clicked on article datbases [sic]” is entirely informational—it tells the user
what the librarian is doing, but it also conveys a relational message—“I am
being considerate of you by telling you what I am doing.” The interaction
continues:.
Transcript lines 25–31:
25. L Could you please type in your last name and X barcode number?
Thanks.
26. L [Pages sent]
27. L hmmm. I treid the keywords “diabetes and boston and research”
and tht came up with soem possibilities ...
28. L [Page sent]
29. U [name, barcode] uh huh, more specifically im looking for maybe
some kind of list of who is doing what, for respective drug companies
30. L I’m looing at teh actual article and the links at the bottom. The
SIC can be particularly helpful ...
31. L [Pages sent]
In line 25, the librarian’s choice to include the words “please” and
“thanks” may seem to merely be common courtesy. Nevertheless, it is a
choice the librarian has made, and it has communicative value to the user.
It says something about the librarian and the librarian’s relationship with
the user. The terms signify respect and deference to the user, which is
consistent with the line of verbal acts that have comprised the interaction.
“Please” and “thanks” have no informational value with respect to the task.
The librarian could have requested the name and barcode information
without these terms, and the information would be just as clear. The use
of these terms is a relational message, and part of the face-work being
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performed by both librarian and user. As discussed earlier, in line 21, the
request for more personal, private information (i.e., the user’s last name and
barcode number) forms another risk for the librarian, as there is a possibility
that the user could choose to refuse or log off abruptly. The user complies
in line 29 (somewhat out of synchronicity, which frequently happens in live
chat exchanges in which time lag in typing and receiving messages is common),
further allowing the smooth continuance of the interaction.
The use of the phrase “hmmm” in line 27 is interesting because this is
something that would occur spontaneously in a FtF conversation. In the
context of a VR interaction, “hmmm” cannot be spontaneous—it represents a choice made by the librarian to type these letters on the keyboard.
It is a verbal act that mimics what would otherwise be a spontaneous
nonverbal act. So what is communicated by a phrase such as “hmmm”? It
has no informational value concerning the task. It does not report any
information on what the librarian is doing or has found. Instead, it seems
to be communicating a feeling, or a state of mind, adding an explicitly
human dimension to the task that is being performed. It reinforces the
message that a person, and not a machine or robot, is performing an
activity. It says this person is thinking, perhaps considering a course of action
or the relevance of a particular document. The “hmmm” communicates that
this is a human activity, and even that the librarian is taking this activity
seriously, or considers the user’s request to be important, or even that she
considers the user to be important as a person, not just as a requestee.
In line 27, the librarian again invokes the word “tried” in her description
of locating keywords. She does not say she “used” keywords such as “diabetes,” “boston,” and “research” but that she “tried” these keywords. The
choice is significant, and communicative. It is consistent with previous
usage of similar terms (“probably,” “try,” “might”) and continues a particular line of face-work that seems to be establishing human qualities such
as “thoughtfulness” or “tentativeness,” as well as management of the user’s
expectations. The librarian’s choice of the term “some possibilities” to
characterize the results of the search is consistent with and reinforces these
themes. The librarian could have said something like “came up with some
results.” But to say that she “came up with some possibilities” is telling the
user that the process is not over and that these “possibilities” will need to
be explored and followed up before the actual information the user needs
is located. The interaction continues.
Transcript lines 32–47:
32. L Sorry, I thought there was a way you could search by sic code and
get a ranked list of companies in a certian code.
33. U thats alright, seemed liek you were on the right track
34. L [Pages sent]
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35. L What I’m gettign here is a nation-wide list ....
36. U and they are all in the process of Diabetes R&D?
37. L I’m having trouble getting you such a list. It might be possible,
but we need to play aroudn with our serach terms ...
38. U perhaps the business librarian would be helpful, can i be connected through this same online format?
39. L yes, there might very well be a book in the [univ.] reference
collection. Might be best to call them.
40. L No, I cannot connect you, but I can look up her email address.
41. U this online help is very convienient though, my roomate is actually
sleeping, so a phone call would be tough
42. U ok, e-mail should be ok
43. L It’s [e-mail address]
44. L did you get that?
45. U alright thank you for your help, have a good day
46. L good bye and good luck.
47. L [Note to staff: XFERIN [L Name]—user has closed this session]
The closing ritual of the VR encounter is interesting because the librarian was unable to locate information that met the user’s information
need. Would it be fair to say that the encounter was a failure? If one
considers the reference encounter purely in terms of its content dimension
and goal of providing information, then one might say that it was not
successful [9, 10]. But when one reads the final lines of this chat encounter,
it certainly does not feel like a failure. The user has not obtained the exact
information she has requested, but she has obtained a referral in the form
of the e-mail address of a business librarian who is a subject specialist, and
the user seems satisfied with this outcome. However, beyond considerations
of content alone, the encounter can be considered successful in terms of
face-work. The librarian did not find the appropriate information, yet the
face-work she displayed ensured that her behaviors at the end of the encounter were consistent with the expectations established at the beginning.
The librarian was careful in several places to emphasize that she may not be
able to find the information that the user requires. She did not have to do
this explicitly but, rather, through the strategic use of small verbal acts, such
as framing her utterances with words such as “tried” and “probably.”
The user seems quite content with the interaction as interaction. She
remarks to the librarian that the online help was “very convenient,” and
she ends the encounter with “alright thank you for your help, have a good
day.” The user has once more chosen to articulate her thanks and appreciation with a triple redundant message: “alright,” “thank you for your
help,” and “have a good day.” She does not complain that she did not
receive the information she was looking for. Instead, she offers the librarian
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other possible strategies, including reaching out to another librarian with
expertise in business. It is significant that the user chooses to begin this
request with the word “perhaps” as in “perhaps the business librarian would
be helpful.” The use of “perhaps” changes the tone of the request from
something that would threaten the librarian (i.e., if the user had chosen
to say “the business librarian would be more helpful”) to something where
the librarian’s input is being sought as to whether or not changing librarians would be a good change (i.e., “perhaps we can do this, if you
think it is a good idea”). The inclusion of a single word in a phrase yet
again performs a broad range of face-work, both for the user and the
librarian. It is possible that requesting another librarian to work on the
information request might be seen as a threat to the librarian’s face; that
is, the user may be communicating that she does not see the librarian as
competent or that she is not happy with the librarian’s efforts. However,
in the context of the conversation that preceded it, this particular verbal
line does not work to communicate such attitudes, and the response of
the librarian suggests that she did not receive the user’s request in this
negative light. Indeed, the librarian is supportive of the request and offers
to look up the business librarian’s e-mail address. This offer is made possible by the positive face-work established in the conversation so far. The
interaction ends with the librarian saying “good bye and good luck.” Again,
the choice to say “good luck” is significant. It communicates support for
and empathy with the user, as well as acknowledging that her efforts did
not bring about the desired result. It also communicates to the user that
her search process is ongoing, that her journey is continuing, and that
their combined efforts in this interaction have helped in the progress of
that journey.

Discussion
The transcript analyzed above reveals that VR encounters in a chat environment are extremely rich sites of interpersonal communication where
users and librarians actively create and maintain face through the coordination of text-based verbal acts. Goffman’s insights concerning the structural role of face-work in all social interaction is important to understanding the reference interaction because much of the library and information
science literature’s concern with this topic is focused on information retrieval and exchange [9, 10]. The purpose of an interaction with a reference librarian has traditionally been seen as goal directed, that being to
obtain a piece of specific information or to provide help or instruction to
library users, guiding them in locating needed resources. The success or
failure of the interaction is typically judged with respect to the librarian’s
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ability to give the user the help required [10]. The same criteria of “success”
can be applied to an interaction that takes place in the VR chat environment, namely, did the librarian give the user the information or help that
was needed? However, in Goffman’s terms, achieving the stated strategic
goal of an interaction is not enough for that interaction to be considered
successful. Goffman would maintain that such an interaction would be
successful only if the participants emerged from it without feeling slighted,
foolish, or offended, regardless of the success of finding a particular piece
of information or needed resources. In other words, success would be
achieved when both the user and librarian were able to establish and
maintain a desired face. Users, as well as librarians, appear to greatly value
how they are treated in addition to accomplishment of the encounter’s
goal to facilitate information discovery and use [5, 36].
Although there are clear similarities with FtF interaction in the performance of face-work in the virtual context, there are also important differences that deserve consideration. The first is that, unlike FtF interactions,
participants cannot see the production of the chat messages. Garcia and
Jacobs have termed this mode of communication “quasi-synchronous,”
as participants cannot experience the messages in the process of being
made [37]. All they see is the end result of that process, the message as
it appears on the screen. The chat interaction presents a situation in
which participants work with messages that are detached from the mode
of their production and the flow of messages does not occur in “real
time.” For example, the chat session analyzed in this article took place
over a seventy-minute time span, which means there are significant
amounts of time when the participants are not exchanging messages at
all. Does the absence of communication constitute face-work? What relational messages are sent and received when nothing is happening? How
do participants fill in these gaps?
These temporal communication gaps are prominent in virtual modes of
communication, including live chat. In FtF interaction, the participants
can see and hear each word as it is produced in the context and flow of
the overall conversation. The nonverbal behaviors of the participants, including their facial expressions, their body language, and tone of voice,
accompany and frame the verbal acts, surrounding what is said, both before
and after. There are text-based representations of nonverbal communication in chat reference encounters, but they do not frame the verbal act
in the same way [22, 30]. In an FtF interaction, one might “give a look,”
establish eye contact, and then deliver an utterance. There is a sequence
in which these events happen, and the act contextualizes the message. In
chat reference, the nonverbal substitutes are all in the same form (letters,
words, grammatical expressions) and appear all at once. It is not that VR
totally lacks a nonverbal component but, rather, that it lacks the sense of
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flow that occurs when verbal and nonverbal acts work together in the
production of an utterance.
The situation in chat seems to be something like the following—the
presentation of brief verbal and nonverbal messages interspersed with communication gaps where nothing happens at all. What happens in the gaps?
Well, there is the potential for much to be happening, and much of it not
necessarily related to the interaction. Participants are free to multitask.
Perhaps the user is checking e-mail or the librarian is browsing Web pages
for appropriate information. Perhaps the user is trying out original search
strategies. It is hard to believe she is sitting there twiddling her thumbs.
When the librarian finally comes back online to talk to the user, the context
of the preceding conversation may have been lost. The flow of the conversation has been changed.
Unlike FtF interactions, in live chat, spelling and punctuation are important elements of the communication act and have significance in the
construction and maintenance of face. For example, there is a choice to
be made concerning whether or not to send a message with or without
typos, and this choice may have significance in the context of the interaction. Incorrect spelling may contribute to a perception of sloppiness, or
the correction of a previously misspelled word may contribute to a perception of seriousness and attention to detail. Every aspect of the message’s
presentation has potential communicative value, whether the sender of
the message intends it or not. Librarians concerned with putting forth
their professional face often take more care in composing and typing
replies than users do and sometimes have negative perceptions of users
who make mistakes or use chat shortcuts [5, 29]. Fagan and Desai note
that librarians who take too much care may be perceived as overly formal
in chats and that even uncorrected misspellings “can make the librarian
seem more approachable or less robotic” [23, p. 141]. Radford and
Connaway [31] found that users are less formal than librarians in using
chat speak abbreviations and in leaving misspellings uncorrected and recommend that librarians mirror the level of informality or formality of the
user, as one would do in FtF communication (see [24]).

Conclusion and Future Directions
Although much can be learned from the VRS transcripts, many questions
involving the participant’s perception of these interactions remain unanswered. One limitation of dealing with transcripts that have been made
anonymous to protect participants’ identities is that the researchers are
unable to conduct any follow-up interviews or surveys. Demographic data
are absent, unless self-disclosed by participants (as above, when the user
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discloses that he/she is a university student) or inferred from the session
transcript. This disclosure is an important one as it frames the transcript
as occurring within the context of an academic inquiry as opposed to other
types of inquiry (for pleasure, work, etc.). Further research is needed that
examines VR face-work within different situations and with users and librarians from a variety of types of institutions and personal characteristics
[38].
One possible direction for future study is to examine the impact of
cultural differences and stereotypes on face-work and deference. Fagan
and Desai [23] argue that CMC levels the playing field since judgments
based on race, age, and gender are more difficult to make since visual and
other nonverbal cues, such as accent and tone of voice, are not available.
However, one study that took an experimental approach found that manipulating the use of African American and Arab names, while asking the
same questions, received lower service quality than with other ethnicities
[39].
Building upon the analysis of 746 VR transcripts [29, 31] and the findings
reported in this article, the authors are extending Goffman’s work by
closely examining VR interactions to see what causes some interactions to
deteriorate into negative face-work. Marie L. Radford [40] analyzed VRS
transcripts and offers guidelines for librarians who may encounter rude
or impatient users. Jocelyn DeAngelis [41] examined a subset of the 746
transcripts to study negative face-work and conflict in VR. She found that
librarians were responsible for negative face-work more often than users
and that once conflict emerged, both participants contributed to its rise.
This is a promising area of inquiry, and CMC researchers outside of Library
and Information Science are also studying conflict and its management in
online environments (see [42]).
This research has demonstrated how rich the theoretical framework of
face-work is in analyzing the interpersonal communication found in chat
reference transcripts. This analysis is part of a larger Institute of Museum
and Library Services grant-funded project [29] that is working toward development of a theoretical model of reference success in FtF and virtual
environments (see [37]). This effort has been advanced by the findings
reported here. Further research and exploration into interpersonal aspects
of CMC and in VR, in particular, will provide a deeper understanding of
these interactions as well as the cost of violating politeness rituals. Ultimately, the authors believe that these insights will lead to more positive,
successful interactions and will increase use and satisfaction on the part
of users and librarians who engage in live chat and other VR encounters.
Perhaps then the panicking student introduced in the beginning of this
article, once having dared to try VR and having found the librarians to be
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non–face threatening and pleasant (as well as knowledgeable and savvy)
may be less leery of seeking professional assistance the next time and may
be more likely to recommend the service to other potential users.
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